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Abstract: The heterogeneous integration of pre-fabricated lithium niobate photonic waveguide
devices onto a silicon nitride waveguide platform via a transfer-printing approach has been
demonstrated for the first time. A fabrication process was developed to make free-standing
lithium niobate membrane devices compatible with back-end integration onto photonic integrated
circuits. Micro-ring resonators in membrane format were lithographically defined by using laser
direct writing and plasma dry etching. The lithium niobate micro-ring resonators were then
transferred from their host substrate and released onto a silicon nitride waveguide chip. An
all-pass ring resonator transmission spectrum was obtained in the 1.5 µm to 1.6 µm wavelength
range, with a measured loaded Q-factor larger than 3.2× 104.
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1. Introduction

Advances in heterogeneous photonic materials integration are enabling the fabrication of photonic
integrated circuits (PICs) with a range of optical functions not possible in monolithic single
material systems. Key examples include the integration of active gain materials [1], solid state
single photon emitters [2], and efficient photodetectors [3] on passive PICs. Non-linear optical
materials with figures of merit significantly higher than established PIC platforms are important
additions to the heterogeneous integration toolkit [4,5]. Amongst these, lithium niobate (LiNbO3
or LN) is a particularly interesting option, possessing excellent optical properties, such as wide
transparency window (400 nm to 5 µm), relatively high refractive indices (no: ∼2.21, ne: ∼2.14
at 1.55 µm), strong linear electro-optic effect (γ33: ∼31 pm/V), and large third order non-linear
optical coefficients [6]. LN been widely used in electro-optic modulators, broadband optical
combs, wavelength converters and photon-pair sources, covering applications from classical
optical communications to emerging quantum technologies [7–13]. Studies on LN date back
to the 1960s but were typically limited to low refractive-index contrast and discrete optical
components in bulk LN materials. Recent breakthroughs in the preparation of lithium niobate
on insulator (LNOI) wafers and the processing of low loss LN waveguides by plasma etching
has seen LNOI become a rapidly maturing platform for integrated optics. A growing range of
experimental demonstrations of active and passive photonic devices have been achieved on this
monolithic LNOI platform [8,13–18]. The availability of high quality LN thin film integrated
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optics opens up the potential for heterogeneous materials integration with foundry compatible
silicon and silicon nitride platforms that remain the current standard in large scale PIC design.

In this paper we report a transfer printing based approach for the heterogeneous integration of
pre-fabricated LN membrane waveguide devices onto a SiN platform. Shallow etched micro-ring
resonators in LN are fabricated in a suspended geometry making use of a temporary resist
anchor layer to enable deterministic membrane device release. LN resonators integrated on SiN
waveguides demonstrate waveguide to waveguide coupling and measured loaded Q-factors of
∼3× 104.

2. Hybrid material design and mode confinement

Some examples of LN heterogeneously integrated with Si or SiN platforms have been reported,
with the majority being variations of wafer or die bonding of LN films onto waveguide devices
[19–21]. Integration of a planar LN membrane layer onto a SiN waveguide platform using a
transfer print process has also been demonstrated [22]. Compared with wafer or die bonding,
transfer printing allows for the integration of thin membrane layers onto the receiver substrate
and does not require subsequent substrate removal stages. It therefore enables dense integration
of multiple materials in compact areas [23] and back-end processing compatibility. There are two
key factors in the design of compact LN devices on host PIC platforms. First, the optical mode
field overlap with the LN material, ΓLN, should be maximized for efficient non-linear optical
performance. Second, to enable compact optical device geometries, such as ring resonators,
waveguide bend losses should be minimized. In the schemes mentioned above, where the optical
mode is guided predominantly by the waveguide layer in Si or SiN, there is a strong trade-off
between the mode confinement to the LN and the achievable bend loss. Using a finite eigenmode
solver we calculated bend losses as a function of radius for a range of different integrated LN
devices reported in the literature, including thin-film-on-waveguide platforms [22,24], monolithic
LNOI [8], and corresponding to this work, LN etched waveguide on SiN. Device dimensions in
each case are taken from the published work and are presented in Fig. 1(a). The calculated bend
losses and associated mode-overlap to the LN layer are presented in Fig. 1. The mode overlap to
the LN material, ΓLN, was calculated for a straight waveguide cross-section in each case and
the associated mode profiles are shown in Fig. 1(b). For consistency with the measurements
presented later for devices in this work, a fundamental TE mode at 1577 nm was calculated for
each model, but strong variation is not expected across the telecommunications band.

As expected due to the high refractive index of silicon, the lowest bend losses as a function of
radius correspond to the LN-on-silicon device [24], which can support radii down to the few
micron range, but also correspond to the lowest ΓLN of 15%. The highest ΓLN is presented by the
monolithic LNOI platform, and since the optical mode is only guided in the LN layer, also shows
low bend loss, highlighting the attractive properties of this as a single material platform. The
two options for LN-on-SiN show markedly different performance. By defining the waveguide
structure in the LN thin film, the ΓLN is increased and the achievable bend losses are reduced
in comparison with the case of an un-patterned LN film bonded onto a SiN waveguide. So, in
general, for an effective hybrid LN-on-PIC platform, the index contrast should be in favour of the
LN layer to ensure high ΓLN and the waveguide ridge should be defined in the LN to enable low
bend losses.
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Fig. 1. Simulated bend loss of the fundamental TE mode at 1577 nm as a function of bend
radius for 4 designs of micro-ring resonator: Si micro-ring with a piece of LN bonded on top
(green) [24]; monolithic LN micro-ring (blue) [8]; This work – LN micro-ring printed on SiN
thin-film (red); SiN micro-ring with a bonded LN film (grey) [22]. The corresponding |E|2
confinement in the LN layer (ΓLN) is 15%, 86%, 79%, and 57%, respectively, calculated in
the negligible bend loss region for each case. The schematic of each design is also included.

3. Device fabrication and integration

Figure 2 presents the process flow developed to fabricate freestanding LN membrane micro-ring
resonators for transfer print integration. A LNOI wafer, consisting of 600 nm x-cut LN device
layer, 2 µm thermal silicon dioxide (SiO2) and 500 µm Si substrate was used to make the
membrane devices (material from NanoLN Ltd.). Fabrication started with the SiO2 mask layer
deposition (Fig. 2(a)) by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Micro-rings of
40 µm radius were defined in a photoresist layer by laser direct writing exposure (Heidelberg
DWL66+) and transferred into SiO2 by reactive ion etching (RIE). The rings were defined as
a central 2.5 µm wide ridge in a shallow etched trench on both sides of the ring of 10 µm to
avoid optical coupling from the waveguide to the surrounding slab regions. The LN was then
etched 350 nm into the material by argon plasma in inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching
with SiO2 as the hard mask (Fig. 2(b)). Then a layer of SiO2 was deposited (Fig. 2(c)), and
a second exposure and dry etching process were applied to define 100× 100 µm2 membrane
mesa areas which encompassed the pre-fabricated micro-ring. Via-holes, to allow wet-etchant
access to the sacrificial layer during membrane release, were also patterned in this lithography
step (Fig. 2(d), corresponding microscope image in Fig. 2(g)). It was found that the material
strength of LN made it difficult to cleave commonly used monolithic tethers during the transfer
printing process. The process detailed above results in a LN membrane design with no material
tethers to the surrounding support material. Therefore, a sacrificial tether scheme was adopted
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to enable membrane release [25,26]. The final laser lithography step defined a membrane
coating, with the same geometry and via-hole patterning as those of the LN membrane, together
with trapezoid-shaped tethers in a 2 µm thick photoresist (Fig. 2(e), corresponding microscope
image in Fig. 2(h)). The tapers were 10 µm and 5 µm wide at their widest and narrowest points
respectively. Finally, the sample was immersed for 2.5 hours in buffered oxide etchant (7:1,
NH4F:HF) for the etch release of the SiO2 under-cladding layer. After water rinse and nitrogen
blow-dry, a suspended photoresist membrane together with the freestanding LN membrane
micro-ring resonator had been fabricated (Fig. 2(f), corresponding microscope image in Fig. 2(i)).
This photoresist membrane acted as a supporting layer to increase the mechanical strength of
the shallow etched ring resonator structure, thus avoiding LN membrane collapse or cleavage
during the wet-etch and blow-drying steps. The stiffness of the photoresist layer, together with
the minimal under-etching of the supporting ridges, due to inclusion of the etch via holes on
the membrane, is sufficient for suspension of the 100 µm square membranes on two supports.
For larger membranes more tether points may be necessary. Interference fringe effects visible in
Fig. 2(i) are due to a small air gap between the membrane and substrate, indicating the membrane
is in a suspended state.

Fig. 2. Process flow for the fabrication of freestanding LN membrane ring resonators, (a)
SiO2 deposition, (b) Micro-ring on LNOI, (c) Second SiO2 deposition, (d) LN membrane
with via-holes but no tethers, (e) Photoresist membrane with via-holes and tethers on LN
membrane, (f) Suspended photoresist membrane attached with freestanding LN membrane
ring resonator. The optical microscopic images of (d), (e) and (f) are shown in (g), (h) and
(i), respectively.

The receiver chip based on the SiN photonic platform was fabricated in a ‘Cornerstone’ MPW
(multi-project wafer) foundry run [27]. Waveguides were designed to operate under the single
transverse-electric (TE) mode at the 1.55 µm waveband, with the SiN core of 300 nm in height
and 1200 nm in width, and SiO2 under-cladding of 3 µm in thickness. A 6 µm space gap was left
on each side of the waveguide core to avoid optical coupling.

Figure 3 illustrates the transfer-printing procedure to assemble a LN membrane ring resonator
onto the SiN waveguide platform, following the method detailed in [28]. An elastomeric
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp was used as a pick-up head and was first aligned to the
targeted membrane device (Fig. 3(a)). The stamp continued to move slowly toward the membrane
until fully in contact, and a fast retraction caused the resist tethers to break (Fig. 3(b)) [29]. The
LN membrane was then transferred to a position above the receiver chip and aligned to the SiN
waveguide with sub-micron accuracy [30]. In this work we aimed to align the outer radial edge
of the LN ring waveguide with the bottom edge of the SiN waveguide. This offset alignment was
targeted to avoid over-coupling of the resonator. As shown in Fig. 3(e), the square membrane
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was printed at an angle to the SiN bus waveguide to avoid optical point scattering from the
un-etched corner portions of the LN membrane, allowing the SiN bus waveguide to traverse the
shallow etched sections of the membrane. A slow retraction allowed the stamp to be released
from the membrane, leaving the device bonded to the SiN waveguide chip (Fig. 3(c)). The
released membrane device is in direct contact with the SiN, where both surfaces have roughness
in the nm r.m.s range, allowing for Van der Waals interactions. The bonded LN membranes were
mechanically stable under post-fabrication processes including plamsa cleaning, photo-resist spin
coating and thermal baking at 200°C. Finally, the sample was cleaned in the oxygen plasma to
remove photoresist residues (Fig. 3(d)). The optical microscopic image of the finally assembled
device is shown in Fig. 3(e), with an enlarged view showing the coupling region between LN
ring resonator and SiN waveguide in Fig. 3(f). Due to the transparent nature of LN to visible
light, the SiN waveguide is clearly visible underneath the LN membrane, and both outer edges of
the waveguide and the ring were aligned.

Fig. 3. Diagram of transfer-printing, (a) stamp approaching to the LN membrane ring
resonator, (b) contact of the membrane and breaking the resist anchor, (c) LN membrane
printed on SiN waveguide, (d) finally assembled device after resist cleaning, (e) corresponding
optical microscopic image, scale bar 50 µm, (f) enlarged view of the coupling region between
SiN waveguide and LN ring resonator.

4. Optical transmission results

The final micro-assembled device was characterized using an end-fire laser optical transmission
setup. Light generated by a tunable laser (Agilent 8164B) was coupled through a polarization
filter into a polarization-maintaining single-mode lensed fiber for coupling into the SiN waveguide
cleaved facet. TE polarization injection was set for this measurement. Light transmitted through
the waveguide was collected by a microscope objective (20×, NA 0.3) and focused onto a
free-space amplified photodetector (Thorlabs PDA20CS2). The measured optical spectrum was
captured using an oscilloscope synchronized to the wavelength sweep of the tunable laser. To
assess the propagation losses of the LNOI platform, a Fabry-Perot method [31] was used to
measure monolithic LNOI waveguides (LNOI) fabricated with the same waveguide width and
etch depth as the LN membrane micro-ring. Straight waveguide propagation losses of ∼3 dB/cm
were measured. These are higher than state-of-the-art LNOI waveguide devices in the literature
[15] and are a result of residual waveguide roughness from our plasma etching process.

Figure 4 presents the optical transmission spectrum of the LN ring resonator printed on SiN
waveguide, where the ring resonances have a free spectra range of ∼4 nm.
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Fig. 4. Normalized optical transmission spectrum of LN ring resonator hybrid integrated on
SiN waveguide. Ring resonator: 40 µm in radius, 2.5 µm waveguide width, 350 nm etched
depth.

Although only a single TE mode is supported in the SiN waveguide, the 2.5 µm wide LN
ring resonator can also support high-order optical modes. The spectrum in Fig. 4. exhibits
three families of mode resonances. A section of the spectrum around 1577 nm was selected, as
shown in Fig. 5(a), where all three modes are visible with resonant wavelengths within a few
nanometers of one another and without significant overlap. A non-linear least-squares fit to an
analytical model of an all-pass ring resonator was applied to each resonance to extract its coupling
coefficient (κ), loaded and intrinsic Q-factors [32]. The two narrower linewidth resonance modes,
at 1577.15 nm and 1578.48 nm respectively presented loaded (intrinsic) Q-factors of 3.2× 104

(3.9× 104) and 2.6× 104 (2.7× 104), as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d). Figure 5(b) shows the third
resonance, a broad spectral dip at 1576.4 nm, corresponding to the existence of a lossy mode.

Fig. 5. (a) Optical transmission spectrum at around 1577 nm, with arrows indicating three
different resonant modes, the experimental and fitted resonance spectrum at 1576.4 nm,
1577.15 nm and 1578.48 nm is shown in (b), (c) and (d) respectively. Q (load): loaded
Q-factor, Q (int): intrinsic Q-factor.

Numerical simulations were performed to visualize the cross-sectional optical mode distribu-
tions at the vertical coupling section between SiN waveguide and LN micro-ring resonator, by
using a finite eigenmode solver in Lumerical MODE solutions. To reproduce the fabricated
device, the edges of SiN waveguide and LN micro-ring were aligned in this model. Simulation
results confirm that this hybrid LN micro-ring resonator supports three TE modes at 1577 nm, as
shown in Fig. 6. All three modes exhibit asymmetric distributions due to the non-centrosymmetric
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placement of the ring resonator relative to the waveguide. From the simulation, the TE02 mode
shows significant electric field hybridization with∼83% TE polarization fraction. The asymmetric
geometry of the micro-ring resonator and waveguide is likely to create some polarization rotation
in the effective waveguide [33], thus exciting hybrid modes even with single TE mode input from
the SiN waveguide.

Fig. 6. TE mode distributions at the coupling section of LN ring resonator printed on
SiN waveguide, simulated wavelength of 1577 nm, SiN waveguide: height 300 nm, width
1200 nm; LN micro-ring: ridge height 350 nm, slab height 250 nm, width 2500 nm. E-field
intensity was normalized, and the maximum intensity of hybrid TE02 mode was ∼80% of
those of TE01 and TE02 modes.

The highest loaded Q-factor from the measured device corresponds to the fundamental TE
mode that exhibits the lowest bending losses of the three supported modes. This mode is still
slightly under-coupled, and future designs could benefit from racetrack resonator geometries
that allow better tolerance to lateral waveguide offset variations [32]. The TE01 mode is still
reasonably well confined, producing comparable loaded Q-factor values while the TE02 mode
presents significant bend loss for the 40 µm radius ring and therefore modest Q-factor. The
intrinsic Q-factor of the fundamental TE mode is 3.9× 104, which although reasonable for
modulator designs, is still significantly lower than state-of-the-art monolithic LNOI devices [15].
As noted previously, the additional losses in our demonstration are most likely due to sub-optimal
plasma etching of the LN. Additionally, our bend radius of 40 µm is at the limit of the hybrid
LN-on-SiN geometry for negligible bend loss and could be improved by either removing the SiN
layer under the LN ring or by relaxing the bend radius. By improving the intrinsic waveguide
losses as described, the performance of the heterogeneously integrated LN-on-SiN waveguide
device presented here shows clear potential for the use of transfer printing integration for future
hybrid materials systems.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we developed a fabrication process to produce freestanding LN membrane ring
resonators and demonstrated the feasibility of transfer-printing of such LN waveguide resonators
onto SiN waveguide chips. Our membrane fabrication process, without relying on any complex
equipment such as critical point dryer or vapor etching, requires only one chemical wet etching
step but effectively avoids the challenging issues of membrane collapse and cleavage due to
capillary forces. In the current geometry the transmission spectrum and numerical simulations
revealed that several optical modes were supported in the LN micro-ring resonator. The device
exhibited a loaded Q-factor reaching 3.2× 104. These developments enable the heterogeneous
integration of LN membrane devices onto a non-native waveguide platform as a post-fabrication
process.
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